
Month in Review 
For the month ended March 31st, 2016 

 
Overall Highlights 
 S&P/TSX higher. Following a rough start to the year, Canada’s primary equity 

market continued to see monthly gains in March where on the close, it ended at 
13,494, a gain of 4.9%. A rise in the price of oil, positive domestic economic data, 
additional accommodative measures by the ECB, and no action by the Federal 
Reserve helped push the equity markets higher. 

 Loonie soars. During the month, the Loonie moved higher gaining two and 
90/100ths cents to close at US76.93 cents per Canadian dollar, an increase of 
3.9%. Increased activity in the manufacturing sector, an improving business 
environment, and a rise in energy prices helped lift our currency higher. 

 Gold retreats. Typically seen as the go-to asset in times of uncertainty, gold fell 
by month’s end to close at US$1,232.70 per ounce, a drop of 0.6% or US$6.90, 
as the U.S. Federal Reserve remained cautious on when future rate hikes would 
occur. Investors still remain poised to go back to the safe haven asset as volatility 
persists in global economies. 

 Oil gushes. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) was up sharply in March gaining 
12.7%, or US$4.30, to end at US$38.16 a barrel. Ongoing discussions to lower 
production from major producers, such as OPEC, helped to prop the commodity 
higher, but with no definitive agreement on any reductions and timelines for such 
cutbacks, the global excess supply will continue to remain. 

 GDP higher. Economic output in January doubled consensus estimates providing 
its strongest monthly growth since July 2013. 

 Inflation steady. Cheaper gas prices kept the Consumer Price Index at bay in 
February with a 0.2% monthly gain, the same as in February. 

 No changes in interest rates. Canada’s central bank kept its trend-setting rate 
unchanged at their latest meeting. 

 Unemployment rises. The economy had a set-back, as the jobless rate 
reached a three-year high with 2,300 jobs lost, when gains were expected in 
February. 

 Manufacturing sales higher. The sector’s sales rose to a year’s high as auto, 
vehicle parts, and food product shipments soared. 

 Fed holds off raising rates and scales back pace of increase. After a two-
day meeting in Washington, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) kept its 
benchmark interest rates at their current level, but scaled back the projected 
number of increases this year. 

 U.S. job market maintains momentum. U.S. labor market had another very 
solid month in February, increasing the likelihood that the Fed may raise interest 
rates in its next meeting in March. 

 U.S. consumer sentiment falls. University of Michigan Index of Consumer 
Sentiment preliminary reading for March fell, indicating that consumers were less 
optimistic. 

 Euro-zone growth at a four-year high. Despite slowing down towards the end 
of 2015, Euro-zone economy recorded its strongest growth in four years. 

 ECB cuts rates and expands stimulus. In a desperate attempt to stimulate 
the still-sluggish economy, the ECB decided to cut all three interest rates and 
increase the size of its asset purchase program. 

 Moody’s cuts China’s outlook. Rating agency Moody’s cuts China’s economic 
outlook from “stable” to “negative” amidst different economic indicators pointing 
to a slowdown with the world’s second largest economy. 

 Japan’s GDP figure revised. Japan’s economy shrank less than initially 
thought in the final quarter of 2015. The Cabinet Office revised Q4 GDP figure to 
shrink by 1.1%, a smaller contraction than the originally reported 1.4%. 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Index/Commodity/Currency 

Close MonthChange YTDChange 

S&P/TSX Composite 

13,494.36 634.0 484.4 

 4.9% 3.7% 

BMO Nesbitt Burns Small Cap 

699.96 44.3 49.8 

 6.7% 7.7% 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 

17,685.09 1,168.6 260.1 

 7.1% 1.5% 

S&P 500 

2,059.74 127.5 15.8 

 6.6% 0.8% 

NASDAQ Composite 

4,869.85 311.9 -137.6 

 6.8% -2.7% 

MSCI-EAFE Index 

1,652.04 93.9 -64.2 

 6.0% -3.7% 

WTI Crude Oil (per barrel, in $US) 

38.16 4.3 1.1 

 12.70% 2.9% 

Gold (per ounce, in US$) 

1,232.70 -6.9 172.2 

 -0.6% 16.2% 

Canadian Dollar (¢ per US$) 

76.73 2.9 4.6 

 3.9% 6.3% 

Sources: Bloomberg, PC Bond 



Canadian Markets 
 GDP higher. Economic output in January doubled consensus estimates providing 

its strongest monthly growth since July 2013. GDP grew 0.6%, as oil and gas, 
manufacturing, and retail sectors expanded, while wholesale trade, mining, and 
entertainment sectors retracted, according to Stats Canada. This was the fourth 
straight month of growth and a solid start to the year. 

 Inflation steady. Cheaper gas prices kept the Consumer Price Index at bay in 
February with a 0.2% monthly gain, the same as in February. However, on an 
annualized basis, inflation fell from 2% to 1.4% to the low-end of the Bank of 
Canada’s preferred target range. Prices at the pump overshadowed price 
increases in six of the eight major components for the month led by food and 
housing costs. Core inflation fell slightly to 1.9% from January’s 2%. 

 No changes in interest rates. Canada’s central bank kept its trend-setting rate 
unchanged at their latest meeting. The announcement was expected as the Bank 
of Canada takes a wait-and-see approach as the economy shows some signs of 
improvement and as it waits for what the Liberal government will table when they 
announce their federal budget later in the month. The overnight rate currently 
sits at 0.5% after two consecutive cuts in 2015. 

 Unemployment rises. The economy had a set-back, as the jobless rate reached 
a three-year high with 2,300 jobs lost, when gains were expected in February. For 
the month, the unemployment rate rose 0.1% to 7.3%, the third straight monthly 
increase, as full-time employment declined. . The commodities and resource 
sectors continued to be the hardest hit with most losses seen in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan. 

 Liberals introduces their first budget. On March 22, the newly elected 
government tabled their first budget aimed towards supporting families, First 
Nations, veterans, and the environment. In addition, seniors will benefit as 
eligibility of OAS and GIS supplements has been restored back to 65 years of age, 
as opposed to 67. However, this was at the expense of small businesses and 
national defense, as well as undoing some proposed tax breaks created by the 
previous government. The Liberals, under Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, intends 
to finance some of the new budget initiatives through deficit spending with $20B+ 
added to the national debt each year over the next four years. Of the changes, 
one that affects investors is the elimination of corporate class structure of mutual 
funds and the revised taxation of market-linked notes.  

 Manufacturing sales higher. The sector’s sales rose to a year’s high as auto, 
vehicle parts, and food product shipments soared. In January, Statistics Canada 
reported sales at $53.1B, 2.3% higher than the month previous, as the low 
Loonie provided incentive for global importers of Canadian goods. 

 Wholesale sales flat. Despite a forecast of a 0.2% increase in January, 
wholesale sales were flat for the month as lower auto sales negated increases 
seen in other tracked sectors. In volume, sales declined 0.2% on a $57B tally. 
Wholesale inventory, on the other hand, rose 0.3%, its first gain in three months. 

 PPI falls. Due to lower energy and petroleum prices, Product prices fell at its 
fastest pace in 12 months, PPI fell 1.1% in February, , which far exceeded 
estimates of a 0.2% decrease as 15 of the 21 sectors tracked declined. Also 
contributing to the fall was the appreciation of the Canadian dollar, where had it 
remained flat for the month, the PPI would have only fallen 0.4%. 

 Retail sales up. Prospects of the first quarter got better as retail sales in January surged 2.1%, blowing past forecasts of only 0.6% 
for the month. Cars and their parts led all sectors with a 4.8% increase, and there were rebounds in a number of sectors that saw 
weakness in late 2015. 

 Canada Housing News: 

o Starts rise. Both Ontario and B.C.’s housing sectors continue to lead, as starts jumped in February to 212,594 units on an 
seasonally-adjusted annualized basis. Most of the activity was in multi-unit buildings, as analysts begin to become 
increasingly concerned of a housing bubble. 

o Permits fall. The number of applications for future construction fell in January, as weak demand of 21% in condos and 
apartments were seen in B.C. and Ontario. For the month, overall permits fell 9.8% to a value of $6.4B following a 7.7% 
increase in December.  

o New home price index up. Statistics Canada’s latest gauge showed home prices in Canada rising 0.1% nationally, half of 
economist expectations in January. Higher prices in Vancouver and Toronto continue to lead all metropolitan regions, as two-
thirds were either flat or lowered for the month. Calgary, hit hard by the fall in oil, remained unchanged. 

 

 
 
  

S&P/TSX Composite Index 
Sector Snapshot 
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U.S. Markets 
 U.S. stock market rises. After a rocky start in 2016, U.S. stock market stabilized 

and posted positive returns in March. Federal Reserve’s statement around the pace 
of interest rate increase provided a boost to the market. The broad-based S&P 500 
moved up 6.6%, closing the month at 2,060. The Dow Jones Industrial Average 
gained 7.1%, ending March at 17,685. The tech-heavy Nasdaq improved by 6.8%, 
closing at 4,870.  

 Fed holds off raising rates and scales back pace of increase. After a two-day 
meeting in Washington, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) kept its 
benchmark interest rates at their current level, but scaled back the projected 
number of increases this year. The median of policy makers’ projections indicated 
that there would be two quarter-point increases this year instead of four projected 
in December. Main concern for the FOMC was the weak global economic growth. 

 Janet Yellen speaks about rate hike. Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen spoke 
for the first time since the latest FOMC meeting, where the committee decided not 
to raise interest rates. Ms. Yellen hinted that she was in no rush to raise the 
benchmark interest rates and believed that with the slow global growth and 
increased uncertainty, “gradualism” would be the best policy. She also mentioned 
that “the inflation outlook has also become somewhat more uncertain since the turn 
of the year.” 

 U.S. job market maintains momentum. U.S. labor market had another very solid 
month in February, increasing the likelihood that the Fed may raise interest rates in 
its next meeting in March. The Labor Department reported that non-farm payrolls 
increased by 242,000 in February, after adding 172,000 in January, which 
surpasses economists’ expectation for a rise of 190,000. Unemployment rate held at 
an eight-year low of 4.9%. 

 U.S. core CPI rises. Headline CPI dropped in February, but the core CPI rose more 
than expected. The Labor Department reported that its consumer price index (CPI) 
fell by 0.2% in February, but the core CPI, which excludes food and energy costs, 
increased by 0.3%, higher than economists’ forecast of 0.2%. On an annual basis, 
core CPI rose by 2.3% year-over-year in February, higher than economists’ forecast 
of 2.2%, and was the largest gain since May 2012. 

 Durable goods orders decline. The Commerce Department reported that durable goods dropped in February, as it continues to 
be impacted by a strong U.S. dollar and sluggish global growth. Durable goods orders fell 2.8% after a 4.2% increase reported 
for January. Core capital goods, which excludes aircraft, decreased by 1.8% after advancing 3.1% in January. Economists 
forecast durable goods and core capital goods dropped 2.9% and 0.1% respectively in February. 

 U.S. industrial production slips. Industrial production dropped in February, dragging down by the weak mining and utilities 
sectors. Overall industrial output fell by 0.5% in February, felling more than economists’ expected drop of 0.3%. Utilities output 
fell 4% after jumping 4.2% in January; mining output declined by 1.4%. 

 U.S. wholesale inventories rise. Wholesale inventories unexpectedly rose in January, suggesting businesses may continue to 
tap into existing inventories which may be a drag for growth. The Commerce Department reported that wholesale inventories 
increased by 0.3% in January, a lot higher than economists’ expectation for a fall of 0.2%. Businesses’ accumulation of 
inventories had slow down GDP growth in the second half of 2015, while continuing high levels of inventories may pose a 
downside risk for 2016 growth. 

 U.S. factory orders rebound. New orders for manufactured goods in U.S. jumped the most in seven months in January. The 
Commerce Department reported that orders for manufactured goods increased by 1.6% in January, a bounce back from 
December’s 2.9% drop and the biggest percentage jump since last June; economists estimated an increase of 2% in January. 
Factory orders, which accounts for around 12% of U.S. GDP, has been dragged by a strong U.S. dollar and soft global demand. 

 U.S. retail sales drop. Retail sales fell in February but fared better than economists’ forecast. February sales was reported to 
dip 0.1% while January’s sales growth was revised to -0.4% instead of a +0.2% previously reported; economists expected 
February retails sales to decrease by 0.2%. Core retail sales, which excludes automobiles, gasoline, building materials, and food 
services, were unchanged in February. 

 U.S. consumer sentiment falls. University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment preliminary reading for March fell, 
indicating that consumers were less optimistic. The preliminary reading was reported to be 90.0 for March, a drop from 
February’s final reading of 91.7 and was less than economists’ forecast for a reading of 92.2. 

 U.S. ISM manufacturing index improves. Despite remaining below 50, February’s ISM manufacturing index improved from 
January with the Institute for Supply Management (ISM) reporting that its manufacturing index at 49.5 for February is an 
increase from January’s 48.2. The reading was above economists’ estimate for a reading of 48.5 and has been below the 50-mark 
for five straight months. On the services side, that sector expanded in February, but at a slower pace than the previous month. 
ISM reported its service sector index drop to 53.4 from January’s 53.5, but it was above economists’ estimated reading of 53.2. 

 U.S. housing news: 
o Housing starts increase. Housing starts increased more than expected in February, hitting the five-month high. The 

Commerce Department reported that groundbreaking in February rose up 5.2% to a seasonally adjusted annual pace of 
1.18M units, the highest level since September 2015. Economists were expecting housing starts to rise to an annual 
pace of 1.15M units only. The largest segment of the market, single-family homes, surged by 7.2% in February.  

o Building permits down. Number of building permits fell by 3.1% to a seasonally adjusted 1.17M units from January’s 
1.2M. Despite the monthly fall, the number of permits were up 6.3% year-over-year.  

o U.S. home prices rise. Due to limited supply in the market, home price in major metropolitan areas continued to rise 
in the new year. The S&P/Case-Shiller 20-City Composite Index was up 5.7% in January, matching economists’ 
expectations with Portland, Oregon, Seattle, and San Francisco leading the pack with growth of 11.8%, 10.7%, and 
10.5% respectively. 
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European Markets 
 Euro-zone growth at a four-year high. Despite slowing down towards the end of 2015, Euro-zone economy recorded its strongest 

growth in four years. The Eurostat reported that the 19-member economic zone grew by 1.6% in 2015. However, growth was slowing 
down towards the end of the year as the final quarter of 2015 only saw a 0.3% quarterly growth compared to a 0.6% and 0.4% growth 
in Q1 and Q2, respectively. Investment and government spending provided a boost to the economy, but was offset by sluggish 
consumer spending. 

 Euro-zone remains in deflation. Despite decreasing at a slower rate, Euro-zone consumer prices remained in deflationary territory. 
Inflation rate within the 19-member region was reported to be -0.1% year-over-year in March, an increase from February’s -0.2% and 
was in line with economists’ expectations. This was the first reading after ECB announced in early March that it would step up its 
stimulus program.  

 ECB cuts rates and expands stimulus. In a desperate attempt to stimulate the still-sluggish economy, the ECB decided to cut all 
three interest rates and increase the size of its asset purchase program. The central bank reduced the deposit rate by 10 basis points 
to -0.4%, pushing it further into the negative territory; the rate on marginal lending facility was reduced by 5 basis points to 0.25%, 
and the refinancing rate, the rate that banks pay ECB to borrow money, was also reduced by 5 basis points to zero. ECB also 
announced that it would increase the size of its asset purchase program from €60B euros to €80B euros a month and will be expanded 
to purchase investment-grade corporate bonds. 

 Euro-zone PMI improves. Despite some gloomy economic data recently published, Euro-zone’s economy seemed relatively healthy 
and resilient according to the purchasing manager index (PMI). The composite PMI for March was reported to be 53.7, and rebound 
from February’s 53.0, which fared way better than economists’ forecast for a decline to 52.9.  

 Euro-zone industrial output increases. Industrial production within the 19-member bloc posted a monthly increase of 2.1% in 
January, thanks to a 12.7% surge in Ireland. January increase was the highest monthly increase since September 2009 and reversed 
the negative trend in November and December; economists expected an increase of 1.7% in January. On an annual basis, industrial 
production increased by 2.8% year-over-year in January, the biggest annual increase since August 2011. 

Asian Markets 
 Moody’s cuts China’s outlook. Rating agency Moody’s cuts China’s economic outlook from “stable” to “negative” amidst different 

economic indicators pointing to a slowdown with the world’s second largest economy. Moody’s maintained China’s credit rating at Aa3, 
but slashed its outlook to “negative”. Moody’s expressed concern over China’s debt situation and urged China for a credible and 
efficient economic reform to prevent a further downgrade of its credit rating. 

 China's consumer inflation accelerates. Consumer inflation accelerated at its fastest pace in February, easing some pressure off 
policy maker to roll out more monetary easing. The consumer price index (CPI) was reported to be 2.3% higher in February year-over-
year, a jump from January's 1.8% and was higher than economists' forecast of 1.9%. It was the fastest price increase since July 2014. 
The increase was mainly driven by the 7.3% increase in food prices. On the other hand, the producer price index (PPI) fell for the 48th 
straight month in February, decreasing by 0.3% month-over-month and 4.9% year-over-year. 

 China’s manufacturing PMI falls. Caixin’s manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) dropped to its five-month low, an 
indication that the manufacturing sector of the world’s second largest economy was having more trouble. Manufacturing PMI dipped to 
48.0 in February, a drop from January’s and economists’ expected reading of 48.4. 

 Japan’s GDP figure revised. Japan’s economy shrank less than initially thought in the final quarter of 2015. The Cabinet Office 
revised Q4 GDP figure to shrink by 1.1%, a smaller contraction than the originally reported 1.4%. Economists estimated that the 
revision would be a deeper contraction of 1.5%. Both capital expenditure and private consumption were revised upward. 

 Bank of Japan remains status quo. After a two-day policy review, Bank of Japan (BOJ) remained steady on its monetary policy, 
maintaining its commitment to raising its monetary base by 80 trillion yen a year, and keeping the interest rate charged to commercial 
banks on some reserves at 0.1%. BOJ surprised the market by announcing at the end of January that it would charge interest on some 
excess reserves commercial banks hold with it in an effort to encourage lending. Economists now expect that the earliest time BOJ 
would expand its stimulus program is July. 

 Japan’s factory output rises. Japan’s factory output grew the fastest in a year in January, led by production of cars, electronic parts 
and machinery. The trade ministry reported that factory output increased by 3.7% month-on-month in January, beating economists’ 
estimate for a gain of 3.3% and was way better than a drop of 1.7% reported for December. 

 
Key Take-aways: 
 Following a dismal 2015, the TSX Composite index has been one of the strongest equity performers for the year. With a bounce back in 

commodity and resource prices, the TSX has a return of 3.7% YTD. Sister indices in the U.S. have also seen strong performance in 
March, with 6.8% and 7.1% gains on the S&P and DJIA, respectively. But in Canadian dollar terms, it still remains below break-even 
for the year, at -6.2% and -5.5%, respectively, due to the surging Loonie. Looking ahead, the outlook of U.S. equity markets are more 
positive as the Federal Reserve takes a wait-and-see approach to future rate hikes. 

 Canada’s GDP has begun to show signs of moving on from the low price of oil and technical recession in 2015. Improving manufacturing, 
wholesale, and retail sales data in January is helping drive the country’s economic engine. The low dollar has also done its part to attract 
foreign purchases to Canadian products and along with increasing domestic consumption, will remain an integral part to the recovery 
momentum. 

 Unemployment fell during the month which is a bit of a disappointment, as the Bank of Canada makes effort to bring the economy back 
on sure footing. However, as comfort, an alternative measure of the labour market, the employment rate, which represents the 
percentage of the total population that is working, has been pretty robust and consistently holding steady within the 61% range for the 
past 12 months. 

 Inflation remains a key determinant in the actions of the Bank of Canada. The latest 
annualized report moved lower in the central bank’s 1% to 3% target range. This 
provides little reason for the Bank of Canada to raise rates any time soon. 

 The U.S. Federal Reserve left its key interest rate unchanged in a move that was 
widely expected by the markets. In addition to U.S. labour market and inflation, 
exogenous factors such as the slowdown in China and weak oil prices are closely 
watched and may force the Feds to lower their number of hikes from the four 
predicted in 2016. 
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